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Offices. Offices everywhere. Each with its own specific needs. The challenging demands 

of the work world require furnishings that are practical and professional – that give your

workplace a polished look with real-world functionality and durability. This laminate desking

line does just that!

The HON Company’s 10500 Series provides a vocabulary you can translate into your own

“working language.” Private or collaborative. Individual or teaming. Choose from a host of

storage solutions. Add matching conference tables. Enclose your area with panels.

Best of all, 10500 Series desking is arguably better built than anything else in its price class.

The Real Deal Contemporary, square-edged design
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“U” Station with bow top desk in

aspen sand/bourbon cherry

10588L Single pedestal desk, bow top, left

10570 Bridge

10541 Credenza shell

10505 Modular pedestal, multi file

10534 Stack-on storage

105856 Back enclosure for stack-on storage

90056TA38 Tackboard for back enclosure

105301R Personal storage tower, right

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager

HKB900 Maestro keyboard platform

5001HX2 Park Avenue Collection® high-back chair



Individual Workspaces

The individual workspace needs to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of the 

professional who inhabits it. It should provide privacy for focused work, plus

collaborative space for meetings. The versatility of the 10500 Series allows for both.

Looking for formality? We’ve got all of the conventional configurations. Struggling

to get out of the box? We can get you there with sweeping organic curves. 

Need help staying organized? We have all kinds of storage tools.
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“U” Station with boomerang peninsula

in lodestone/mahogany

105203R Boomerang peninsula w/end panel, right

105598 Bridge

105816L Extended corner unit, left

105092 Modular pedestal, pencil/media/file 

10534 Stack-on storage

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager

105298L Storage/file cabinet, left

850500 Samba® keyboard platform

2071X5 Gamut® high-back chair

2165NX5 Cambia™ guest chair (2)



Creative use of space is a must in businesses that

are constantly growing and changing. The 10500

Series is the answer for teaming environments

where communication exchange is vital, but

floor area is limited. Components can be 

configured and reconfigured to meet the needs

of your workforce, while maintaining a sense of

professionalism and style. Mobile and overhead

storage make the most of every inch of workspace.

Teaming Areas
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Dual workstations with P-shaped peninsulas

in henna cherry/charcoal

105103 Mobile pedestal, pencil/media/file (2)

10525R P-shaped peninsula w/end panel, right

10516L Return, left

105298L Storage/file cabinet, left

10526L P-shaped peninsula w/end panel, left

10515R Return, right

105297R Storage/file cabinet, right

105327 Stack-on storage for “L” workstation (2)

105857 Back enclosure for stack-on storage (2)

90057WV40 Tackboard for back enclosure (2)

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager (2)

6212DP62 Resolution® high-back chair (2)

6206DP62 Resolution guest chair (2)

Teaming workstations with jetty peninsulas

in bronze legacy/henna cherry

105201R Jetty peninsula w/end panel, right (3)

105681 Return shell (3)

10504 Modular pedestal, file/file (3)

105103 Mobile pedestal, pencil/media/file (3)

105382 Wall-mounted storage cabinet (6)

HKB800 Bravo keyboard platform (3)

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager (3)

7828EC10 Mid-back task chair (3)
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Quad station in natural maple

105520 End cap bookshelf (4)

105816L Extended corner unit, left (4)

105092 Modular pedestal, pencil/media/file (4)

105680 Return shell (4)

10504 Modular pedestal, file/file (4)

10534 Stack-on storage (4)

105301R Personal storage tower, right (4)

840000 Keyboard platform (4)

4221BE42 Alaris™ mid-back chair (4)



Interactivity

People need to connect to exchange information and ideas.

The 10500 Series helps them do just that. The breadth 

of the product line allows you to pull teams together in

interactive workstations, but with a great catch – workers

still have their own, private space.
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Dual workstations in natural maple/black

10586L Single pedestal desk, left

10585R Single pedestal desk, right

105388 Stack-on PC organizer (2)

10561 Return shell (2)

10502 Modular pedestal, box/box/file (2)

E4022 Extended keyboard platform (2)

4701NR62 Mobius® high-back chair (2)
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Box/box/file File/file Pencil/media/file CPU storage Mobile printer/fax cart Lateral file

MODULAR PEDESTALSMODULAR PEDESTALS

Multiple storage solutions

to fit your needs

Storage Placement

Flexibility
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Desk shells Return shells Credenza shellsMulti file Storage cabinet

MODULAR SHELLS

Same models can be reconfigured

Like to rearrange? Planning to relocate? A high-performance workplace can pick up and

move – from floor to floor or across town. 10500 Series modular components are

movers, too. This is a sub-group of desking “shells” that maximize office layout flexibility.

Inside the shells you can specify from a variety of modular storage solutions – files, printer

stands, computer housings or cabinets – that can be reconfigured in minutes. So today’s

“ideal layout” can quickly and easily be reconfigured to meet tomorrow’s vision.

Modular Shells and Storage Components

Modular “L” station with corner unit

in medium oak

105298L Storage/file cabinet, left

105686 Return shell

10504 Modular pedestal, file/file

105679 Mobile printer/fax cart

10534 Stack-on storage

105856 Back enclosure 

for stack-on storage

90056GN13 Tackboard 

for back enclosure

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager

105811 Corner unit

105321 Stack-on storage

105851 Back enclosure 

for stack-on storage

105684 Return shell

10505 Modular pedestal, multi file 

105520 End cap bookshelf

HKB700 Bravo keyboard platform

2191BW19 Pillow-Soft™

high-back chair
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Four-shelf

Three-shelf

Two-shelf

WARDROBE/STORAGE CABINETS END CAP BOOKSHELVES

Personal wardrobe/

storage cabinet

Personal

wardrobe/

storage cabinet

Personal storage

tower

STORAGE CABINETS

Storage cabinet/

lateral file

Storage cabinet w/doors Storage/file cabinet



Storage Answers

There’s an art to placement. Using our broad family of storage components,

you can take organization way beyond the confines of the desk drawer. Our

stack-on storage maximizes the use of vertical space. Our pencil/media/file

pedestal is designed to not only accommodate supplies and hanging folders,

but CD jewel cases as well. Storage towers, wardrobes and combination 

cabinets tidily conceal all kinds of materials. And our end cap bookshelves

are perfect for mementos that make the office feel like home.
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“L” station with storage in carbon evolv/bourbon cherry

10563 Lateral file, 2-drawer

105292 Bookcase hutch

105202L Jetty peninsula w/end panel, left

105680 Return shell

105092 Modular pedestal, pencil/media/file

105327 Stack-on storage for “L” workstation

105857 Back enclosure for stack-on storage

90057WV60 Tackboard for back enclosure

LVPM1 Vertical paper manager

105301R Personal storage tower, right

840000 Keyboard platform

2078DN10T Gamut mid-back chair

2073DN10T Gamut guest chair

MOBILE PEDESTALS

MOBILE PRINTER/FAX CART

Box/box/file Pencil/media/file File/file

LATERAL FILES

Four-drawer Two-drawer Credenza

w/two lateral

files

Credenza w/lateral file

and storage cabinet

BOOKCASES

Five-shelf

Four-shelf

Three-shelf

Two-shelf
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10500 Series reception solutions offer visitors a

warm, yet professional, welcome. The spacious

transaction counter provides plenty of room to

fill out applications and forms, while also keeping

confidential information out of sight. Matching

occasional tables and coordinating guest chairs

complete that all-important first impression.

Reception Ideas

Reception station in mahogany

10586L Single pedestal desk, left

10511R Return, right

105720 Reception station 

w/transaction counter

105722 Reception station for return

TCOL52 Transaction counter organizer

10516 Lateral file, 4-drawer (2)

10530 Personal wardrobe/storage cabinet (2)

80193 End table

2112EC10 Invitation® guest chair (2)
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Client presentation or casual team meeting?

10500 Series meeting solutions give you

sophisticated looks for any business scenario.

Almost unlimited choices in table shapes and

sizes let you customize your meeting area –

whether behind closed doors or in an open

common area. Matching presentation cabinets,

podiums and storage solutions prepare you

for high-level information exchange.

Meeting Solutions
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Conference room in medium oak

10530 Personal wardrobe/storage cabinet

105291 Storage cabinet w/doors (2)

105293 Storage cabinet/lateral file

105990 Presentation cabinet

LA4896G Racetrack conference table

BLCP01 Curved base w/plinth 

for conference table

105991 Podium

2092SS11 Pillow-Soft mid-back chair (6)

Note: For full extension of presentation

cabinet doors, use three 105291 

storage cabinets.
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Teaming with shared space

in carbon evolv/natural maple

105520 End cap bookshelf (2)

105815R Extended corner unit, right

105816L Extended corner unit, left

105599 Bridge (2)

10534 Stack-on storage (2)

105856 Back enclosure for stack-on storage (2)

90056GN53 Tackboard for back enclosure (2)

10521 Peninsula w/end panel

105292 Bookcase hutch

105092 Modular pedestal, pencil/media/file (2)

840000 Keyboard platform (2)

7628X5 Unanimous®  mid-back chair in Simple 

Textiles™ Maverick Rum (2)*

*Simple Textiles fabrics subject to availability.



Color your world the way YOU want it. The

10500 Series comes in over six dozen color

combinations to fit your color scheme and 

corporate culture. Rich, beautiful woodgrains 

add warmth. Contemporary solids create a sleek, 

corporate atmosphere. And the “Colors of Cool”

give you granite or marble patterns that can be

combined with solids or woodgrains to create

multiple two-tone options. Find the hues to fit

your personal style and get creative!
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Unlimited Colors

Woodgrain

Solid

Colors of Cool 



Desk shell,

bow top

Desk shells,

rectangle top

Credenza shells 

w/full modesty panel

Credenza shells

w/10" modesty panel
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MODULAR COMPONENTS

3/4 PEDESTALS

Return shells

w/full modesty panel

Return shells

w/10" modesty panel

Box/file pedestal Box/box/file pedestal File/file pedestal Pencil/media/file

pedestal

Lateral file pedestal Multi file pedestal Cabinet pedestal CPU storage

pedestal

Mobile printer/

fax cart 

Double pedestal

desks, bow top

Double pedestal

desks, rectangle top

Single pedestal 

desks, bow top

Single pedestal 

desks, rectangle top

Small office 

desk

Returns Credenza w/doors Credenzas 

w/kneespace

Computer credenzas – 

full pedestals

Single pedestal

credenzas

10500 Series STATEMENT OF LINE
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SHARED COMPONENTS

Peninsulas 

w/end panel

P-shaped 

peninsulas 

w/end panel

Jetty peninsulas 

w/end panel

Boomerang 

peninsulas 

w/end panel

Bridges

Credenzas 

w/36" lateral file

Credenza w/two 

lateral files

Credenza w/lateral

file/storage cabinet

Extended 

corner units

Stack-on PC 

organizers

Work organizer 

shells

Curved corner unitStack-on 

storage

Wall-mounted 

storage cabinets

Corner unit Stack-on storage 

for corner unit

Mobile pedestals Lateral files Storage cabinet

w/doors

Bookcases

End cap bookshelves

Bookcase hutch Stack-on open 

storage

Storage cabinet 

lateral file

Personal wardrobe/

storage cabinet

Personal wardrobe/

storage cabinets

Storage/

file cabinets

Personal storage 

towers

Reception station Presentation cabinets Projection screen 

for presentation 

cabinets

Podium

Vertical paper 

manager

Conference end

table w/casters

Field-installable

sweep handles

Field-installable

crescent handles

Curved returns



Executive desk/credenza in bourbon cherry

105291 Storage cabinet w/doors

10563 Lateral file, 2-drawer

105292 Bookcase hutch (2)

10595 Double pedestal desk, bow top

105497 Computer credenza

105388 Stack-on PC organizer

105520 End cap bookshelf

6202BW69T Resolution high-back chair

6216BW69T Resolution guest chair (2) 

Shown on front cover

Teaming workstations in natural maple/black

10522 Peninsula w/end panel (2)

10512L Return, left (2)

10534 Stack-on storage (2)

105856 Back enclosure for stack-on storage (2)

90056CE18 Tackboard for back enclosure (2)

105296L Personal wardrobe/storage cabinet, left (2)

850500 Samba keyboard platform (2)

7823NR11 Task chair (2)

Shown on page 3
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